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Pro PowerShell for Database DevelopersApress, 2015

	Pro PowerShell for Database Developers helps you master PowerShell application development by continuing where other books leave off. There are no "Hello World" functions here, just real-world examples that get down to business. Develop and deploy database and ETL applications in a reusable framework. Read from any...
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Seven Web Frameworks in Seven Weeks: Adventures in Better Web Apps (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Whether you need a new tool or just inspiration, Seven Web Frameworks in Seven Weeks explores modern options, giving you a taste of each with ideas that will help you create better apps. You'll see frameworks that leverage modern programming languages, employ unique architectures, live client-side instead of server-side, or embrace...
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Learn to Program with Minecraft: Transform Your World with the Power of PythonNo Starch Press, 2015

	You’ve bested creepers, traveled deep into caves, and maybe even gone to The End and back—but have you ever transformed a sword into a magic wand? Built a palace in the blink of an eye? Designed your own color-changing disco dance floor?

	

	In Learn to Program with Minecraft®, you’ll do all this and...
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jQuery Tools UI LibraryPackt Publishing, 2012

	"Let's face it—do you really need drag and drop, resizable windows, or sortable lists on your website…?"

	

	If the answer is no, then welcome to "jQuery Tools UI Library"!

	

	jQuery Tools is a compact, powerful library that contains enough components to provide the most...
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MCSE Training Kit: Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 to Microsoft Windows 2000Microsoft Press, 2001
Welcome to MCSE Training Kit—Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 to  Microsoft Windows 2000. This kit introduces you to the concepts and  practices involved in migrating from Microsoft Windows NT to Microsoft Windows  2000. You will learn how to plan, manage, and perform the process of migration  and design a fallback plan...
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MCSE Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 70-293)Que, 2003
This book is ideal for the 200,000+ MCSA/MCSE's looking to update their certification for Windows Server 2003. 

	
    The 70-293 exam is part of the new MCSE Windows Server 2003 certification. 

    
	
    200,000+ potential customers for this book! 
...
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MCSA/MCSE 70-270 Exam Prep 2 : Windows XP ProfessionalQue, 2005
The MCSA/MCSE 70-270 Exam Prep 2: Windows XP Professional is the most comprehensive, accurate study guide for this popular MCSE exam. Updated with Service Pack 2 information, this in-depth approach to the exam objectives also explains the core concepts of the technology to help you pass the exam. Organized by exam...
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Suse Linux Integration Guide for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2000
This redbook will help you install, tailor and configure the SuSE Linux 7.0 distribution on different servers of the xSeries and Netfinity class. You will be instructed on how to do the basic installation, and installing and configuring different services such as Apache (http-Server), Samba (Fileserver for Windows-based networks), and Postfix (an...
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Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
You own your own business. You have also created a website for your business that details the products or services that you offer, but it doesn't allow potential customers to purchase anything online. Don't risk losing business-learn to create a dynamic online environment using only three programs. PHP, MySQL and Apache are three popular...
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Beginning C# 2008: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2008
This book is for anyone who wants to write good C# code—even if you have never programmed before. Writing good code can be a challenge—there are so many options, especially in a .NET language like C#. If you want to really get the best from a programming language, you need to know which features work best in which situations and...
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Learning OMNeT++Packt Publishing, 2013

	Make realistic and insightful network simulations with OMNeT++


	Overview

	
		Create a virtual Network Simulation Environment rapidly
	
		Focus less on the theory and more on results, with clear, step-by-step instructions, previews, and examples to help you along the way
	
		Learn how to...
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Visual Studio Tools for Office: Using C# with Excel, Word, Outlook, and InfoPathAddison Wesley, 2005
Visual Studio Tools for Office  is both the first and the definitive book on VSTO 2005 programming, written by  the inventors of the technology. VSTO is a set of tools that allow professional  developers to use the full power of Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework to  put code behind Excel...
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